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FINAL REPORT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A meeting of the Public Weather Services (PWS) Expert Team on Product
Development and Service Assessment (ET/PDSA) was held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from
22 to 26 September 2003. The meeting was chaired by Mr John Guiney (USA). Under its
Terms of Reference, the Expert Team had to work on two broad areas namely: the impact
on and use of new technology in such areas of PWS as service delivery and forecast
dissemination, and developing material for assisting Members in implementing service
assessment and quality management practices.
The key conclusions from the work of the Expert Team are summarised below.
(i)
All the existing guidance material on new technologies and research, in the context of
PWS has been made available on the Internet. Updates will continue to be made as new
material becomes available. NMSs are encouraged to link their respective Internet home
pages to the PWS web site: (http://wmo.ch/web/aom/pwsp).
(ii)
The application of new and emerging technology and research and scientific
understanding will have positive impacts and benefit for public weather services in the
following areas:
♦ Increasingly integrated approach to forecast dissemination and service delivery:
•

The Expert Team stressed that the evolution of PWS dissemination/service
delivery integration is directly linked to the emergence of new computer and
telecommunication technologies and information systems (e.g. the Internet,
wireless communication technologies). Of these, the Internet and wireless
technologies are considered most critical;

•

The evolution of digital forecasting techniques based on forecaster interaction
with a database offers new opportunities for integrating PWS forecast
dissemination and service delivery;

•

NMSs should continue to identify opportunities to integrate PWS
dissemination and service delivery utilizing the Internet and wireless
technology within their existing forecast program.

♦ Standardized formats for dissemination of public weather products:
•

The emergence of newer technologies, globalization and the recognition that
weather-related disasters are increasingly causing serious damage to the
population and economy across national boundaries have brought to the
forefront the necessity to standardize forecast and warning formats.

•

The Expert Team examined the issue of standardized PWS product formats
and developed a proposal for standardized format based on the work done in
developing the World Weather Information Service (WWIS). Such a format
will include information that is commonly included in forecasts and warnings
by many NMSs and the information to be read by graphical interfaces in order
to generate useful products for the public.

(iii)
Broaden the content of public weather forecasts by including information such as air
quality forecasts and bio-meteorology information and publishing these materials as new
guidelines.

(i)

(iv)
Steps have been taken to identify and contact relevant OPAGs in the exchange of
products and the delivery of services. The Expert Team noted that this was a successful
start to collaboration with other technical commissions and that such efforts might be
extended to other commissions in the future. The Expert Team requested that the Chair of
OPAG/PWS nominate suitable points-of-contact for issues concerning CBS.
(v)
A set of recommended core service assessment criteria and questions will be
developed by the Expert Team for the use of NMSs in service assessment taking into
account the following:
♦ assessment and validation of the evolving needs and expectations of the full
spectrum of PWS users and the assessment of their satisfaction with the products
and services provided;
♦ translation of identified needs and expectations into NMS objectives in terms of
products and services -- each with defined criteria for success, risk assessments,
fault recovery strategies, performance assessment criteria, and performance
monitoring mechanisms;
♦ fostering a culture that embraces quality management principles and continuous
product/ service improvement which includes a sound approach for continuous
program renewal from the perspectives of the evolution of science, technology and
client needs.
(vi)
Documentation will be developed on quality management procedures and practices
for the monitoring of the overall quality of the outputs and delivery of PWS with particular
attention to the following areas:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

The objectives and principles of quality management in a NMS context;
The advantages and challenges of a quality management system for a NMS;
The analysis, definition and documentation of processes within a NMS;
The monitoring, assessment, management and control of processes within a NMS;
Considerations for on-going quality management;
The approaches and strategies for quality system certification.

Recommendations
The Expert Team makes the following recommendations:
1.
WMO Secretariat, Chair of OPAG/PWS, and Wolfgang Kusch work with the CBS
OPAGs on IOS, ISS and CCL on collaboration issues/opportunities;
2.
Issues on forecast delivery, dissemination, and air quality addressed to NMSs be
brought to their attention;
3.
Guidelines on Air Quality Forecasts and Biometeorology to be developed and
coordinated by Wolfgang Kusch and Hwang Yung Fong;
4.
Guideline on Quality Management and Practices for Public Weather Services to be
produced by Joseph Shaykewich and John Guiney;
5.
Gather information on EMMA (Wolfgang Kusch), XML (Edwin Lai), and examples
of use of probabilistic forecasts (Edwin Lai and Juan Coronado) to be posted on the PWS
web site.

(ii)

1.

Introduction

1.1
At the kind invitation of the Malaysian Meteorological Service (MMS), a meeting of
the Public Weather Services (PWS) Expert Team on Product Development and Service
Assessment (ET/PDSA) was held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from 22 to 26 September and
was chaired by Mr John Guiney (USA). Ms Haleh Kootval (WMO Secretariat) welcomed the
participants on behalf of the Secretary-General and provided background information on the
structure of the PWS Programme within the CBS Open Programme Area Group (OPAG)
framework, and especially on the objectives and expected outcome of the meeting of the
ET/PDSA. The CBS has defined the Expert Team’s Terms of Reference (TOR) and
associated deliverables as follows:
(a)
Make available on the Internet the guidance material on new
technologies and research, in the context of PWS and update it as required;
(b)
Continue to monitor emerging needs and opportunities for new and
improved PWS products and services;
(c)
Study and report on the possibility of applying increasingly integrated
approaches to forecast dissemination and service delivery;
(d)
Study and report on the need for standardized formats for publicly
disseminated forecasts, warnings and information;
(e)
Explore and advise on methods of incorporating air quality forecasts
and bio-meteorology information into PWS delivery;
(f)
Take steps to share information with appropriate WWW experts on the
needs of PWS in the exchange of products and the delivery of services,
especially in relation to activities of RSMCs and the Future WMO Information
System;
(g)
Develop a set of recommended core service assessment criteria and
questions to be used by NMSs in service assessment and promote awareness
of the existing guidance material on service assessment among NMSs;
(h)
Supplement existing WMO guidance on PWS, develop additional
documentation on quality management procedures and practices that would
allow the overall quality of the outputs and delivery of PWS to be monitored
and improved continuously.
1.2
The meeting began with the Secretariat representative, Ms Kootval, reporting on
TOR (a) followed by a brainstorming session with the participation of all team members.
Discussion of TOR (b) and (d) were led by Edwin Lai and Juan Coronado, while
John Guiney took the lead for discussions on TOR (c). TOR (e) and (f) were led by
Wolfgang Kusch and Hwang Yung Fong and Edwin Lai, Wolfgang Kusch and
Hwang Yung Fong, respectively. Finally, TOR (g) and (h) were discussed under the
leadership of Joseph Shaykewich and John Guiney. Each group discussed its TORs and
prepared a separate report on the details of its work for inclusion in the final report of the
meeting.
1.3
The list of participants is given in Annex I. The programme of the meeting is
contained in Annex II.
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2.

Background

2.1
The meeting was informed by Ms Kootval that the Extraordinary Session of the
Commission for Basic Systems (CBS) (Cairns, Australia, December 2002) had approved the
TOR of the Open Programme Area Group (OPAG) on PWS proposed by the Implementation
Coordination Team on PWS . The work of the PWS Programme continues to be coordinated
through three expert teams and an implementation and coordination team. These are the Expert
Team on Product Development and Service Assessment (ET/PDSA); the Expert Team on
Media Issues (ET/MI); the Expert Team on Warnings and Forecasts Exchange, Understanding
and Use (ET/WAFU); and the Implementation/Coordination (IC) Team on PWS. The TORs for
all the teams had been modified to reflect the areas of work still outstanding, or those which
needed emphasis in each team and covered all the broad issues of concern to the PWS
Programme. Accordingly, the subsequent changes in the membership of each team were based
on the areas of expertise required to complete the assigned TORs.
2.2

The results of work under the various TORs of the Expert Team are summarized below.

3.

Expert Team Work Programme

3.1

Report on guidance material on the Internet (TOR a)

3.1.1 All the guidance material in the PWS series produced by different expert teams has been
placed on the Internet on the PWS Web site
(http://www.wmo.ch/web/aom/pwsp/ProjectsAndPublication/PapersAndTechnicalDocs.html).
The Expert Team stressed that it was very important that users, and NMSs in particular, be
aware of the existence of the materials and use them as required. The Expert Team proposed
that all NMSs be encouraged to link their respective Internet home pages to the PWS web site:
(http://wmo.ch/web/aom/pwsp) for quick access to these publications. In addition, the Expert
Team agreed that where updates or supplementary material is proposed for each of the
publications, an executive summary of those updates should be prepared and placed on the
Internet.
3.2
Emerging needs and opportunities for new and improved PWS products and
services (TOR b)
3.2.1 The Expert Team agreed that it was essential to keep abreast of great achievements and
strides that are being made in the science of meteorology and related technologies for providing
the latest products and services to the public. In addition, the Expert Team recognized that it
was essential to anticipate the emerging needs of the users in the near future and make plans in
anticipation of such developing trends. More detailed description of new and emerging
opportunities is contained in Annex III.
3.2.2 For nowcasting products, a strategy that is gradually gaining acceptance and recognition
is to make such products available to the public on a real-time basis through the Internet and
other wireless delivery channels such as SMS or mobile phones. This is based on the rationale
that seeing, believing and evaluating in accordance with one’s own situation would precipitate
the most appropriate form of reaction to the evolving weather situation. To make such products
more digestible for the public, sufficient supplementary information and explanatory notes
should be made available by NMSs. Other approaches based on available technology should
also be considered wherever possible to render the nowcasting information more user-relevant
and user-friendly.
3.2.3

The increasing availability of Ensemble Prediction Systems (EPS) products from major
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assessment of potential inclement weather. It is recognized that more effort is required in
training the forecasters to interpret EPS output and to formulate probabilistic forecasts and that
opportunities should be actively sought to include topical EPS-related issues into various WMOsponsored training workshops. In addition, the research community should aim to incorporate
post-processing schemes needed to generate probabilistic forecasts from operational
forecasting systems and high-resolution models. NMSs not running their own NWP models and
EPS should seek input from other specialized areas under CBS, in particular from OPAG on
DPFS, to ascertain what resource material can be made generally available on an operational
basis. Possibilities to mobilize regional centres for exchange of NWP data through dedicated
servers should also be explored so that NMSs within a region may be given the opportunity to
formulate probabilistic forecasts based on “super-ensemble” or multi-model ensemble approach.
3.2.4 The progressive improvement in operational NWP models has made extended range
forecasting increasingly feasible. While the common practice is to present such information on
a day-by-day format, an alternative approach is to depict the dominant trend or reflect the
significant changes in weather regimes during the forecast period. Another possibility is to
formulate the forecast in the extended range using a probabilistic approach. In such cases,
public education is indispensable to ensure that the users understand the benefits and
limitations of these products.
3.2.5 A host of weather warnings and indices have emerged in response to the multi-faceted
needs and demands of various community groups. There is a need to calibrate these indices on
a regional basis according to differences in geography and climate. When significant anomalies
are observed, appropriate warnings or advisories should be issued, especially for indices with
environmental, social and health impact.
3.2.6 As PWS products become more specific and comprehensive, NMSs should consider
developing illustrative materials such as weather graphics, icons, charts, diagrams or pictures in
order to make these products more clearly understandable by the end users.
3.2.7 Good PWS delivery starts on the forecasters’ bench. In effect, the forecaster’s
workstation is not simply a tool for weather monitoring and analysis; it is also a window through
which the forecaster can directly and readily communicate to the outside world the latest
weather information available at his fingertips. In the future the forecaster’s workstation will
handle the full spectrum of tasks from weather monitoring and analysis to product preparation
and delivery.
3.2.8 For ready delivery and retrieval of PWS products via the electronic media, industry
standards and protocols should be adopted to the extent possible. With regard to the
development of FWIS and data format or code standards within CBS, user requirements for the
exchange of PWS products should be taken into consideration. (See also paragraph 3.6.3.)
3.3
Increasingly integrated approaches to forecast dissemination and service delivery
(TOR c)
3.3.1 The Expert Meeting discussed the benefits of an integrated approach to forecast
dissemination and service delivery with a view towards providing the most effective means of
serving the public. Historically, the dissemination of NMS-produced weather information to the
general public has largely been a government responsibility in partnership with the media. In
fact, many NMSs have, or had, internal media components that disseminate weather forecasts
directly to the public.
Other traditional methods of dissemination include specialized,
government subsidized systems (e.g. Weatheradio Canada, NOAA Port) and partner programs
with other government agencies or private sector entities.
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government agencies, international organizations, and the private sector in several key areas
including severe weather/weather-related disasters, aviation weather, marine weather,
hydrology, and wild fire support. Intra-governmental partnerships are especially critical during
severe weather events when timely delivery is paramount. Over the last few years,
governments around the world have come under increasing budgetary pressures as programs
compete for limited resources – NMSs are no exception.
Developing partnerships is an
effective means of leveraging limited public resources.
3.3.3 The Expert Team stressed that the evolution of PWS dissemination/service delivery
integration is directly linked to the emergence of new computer and telecommunication
technologies and information systems (e.g. the Internet, wireless communication technologies).
Namely, these innovations allow NMSs to provide weather forecasts and warnings in a variety of
formats (graphical, digital) beyond the traditional one-dimensional text format. In addition, these
innovations are having an impact on NMS service delivery capabilities. These new and
emerging technologies offer the opportunity to further integrate PWS dissemination and service
delivery functions.
3.3.4 Since its inception, NMSs have exploited the Internet to varying degrees. While almost
all NMSs have an Internet web page, the dissemination and services provided vary considerably.
The Internet allows NMSs to bring weather forecasts and warnings, and climate information to
the public in graphical and digital formats that would otherwise be unavailable. It also provides
opportunities to enhance and expand service delivery. For example, Environment Canada (EC)
has developed an Internet web site exclusively for the media that allows them to tailor EC data
to their specific needs. Another example is the U.S. National Weather Service (NWS)
implementation of an aviation weather initiative called the Collaborative Convective Forecast
Product (CCFP). Weather-related delays due to convective activity are the single most
disruptive force within the U.S. National Airspace System. NMSs are also exploiting wireless
technology to disseminate a variety of PWS forecasts, warnings, and data.
3.3.5 The evolution of digital forecasting techniques based on forecaster interaction with a
database offers new opportunities for integrating PWS forecast dissemination and service
delivery. Several NMSs are currently exploring this technology. For example, EC has
developed the Forecast Element Database (FED) that is populated with the output from the EC
numerical weather prediction models. Forecasters manipulate the FED making adjustments to
forecast fields based on an analysis of the current state of the atmosphere and model output
including known model biases, and trends. When complete, the forecaster runs software that
creates text based forecasts. The NWS has taken this concept a step further with the National
Digital Forecast Database (NDFD).
These forecasts are disseminated via the Internet. In
addition, the database is stored and available for download by partners and customers. This
gives users the power to manipulate the database and extract forecast information tailored to
their needs. Details of these techniques can be found in Annex IV.
3.3.6 The Expert Team agreed that digital forecasting offers one of the most exciting
opportunities to integrate PWS forecast dissemination and service delivery to most effectively
serve the public. While the Expert Team recognized that digital forecasting is in its formative
stages and new telecommunication technologies are still emerging, NMSs should become
aware, and keep abreast of, new evolving techniques and technologies that will help integrate
forecast dissemination and service delivery. Meanwhile, NMSs should continue to identify
opportunities to integrate PWS dissemination and service delivery utilizing the Internet and
wireless technology within their existing forecast program.
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Standardization of formats for publicly disseminated forecasts, warnings and
information (TOR d)
3.4.1 The Expert Team discussed the question of standardized formats for public weather
products and examined the results of the investigation on the desirability, and/or possibility, of
such an approach.
3.4.2 The emergence of newer technologies, globalization and the recognition that weatherrelated disasters are increasingly causing serious damage to the population and economy
across national boundaries have brought to the forefront the necessity to standardize forecast
and warning formats.
3.4.3 While NMSs make every effort to enhance weather forecasting capabilities and benefit
from the improvement achieved by their counterparts in other countries, cross-border exchange
of forecasts and warnings presents a number of identifiable problems such as terminology which
is not commonly understood, language, different icons which express the same weather
conditions in different presentation formats.
3.4.4 The Expert Team examined this issue and developed a proposal for standardized format
based on the work done in developing the World Weather Information Service (WWIS). Such a
format will include information that is commonly included in forecasts and warnings by many
NMSs and information to be read by graphical interfaces in order to generate useful products for
the public. The proposed format will also be readily adaptable to new technologies like XML,
suggestions of threshold establishment, icon standardization, and warning level. The Expert
Team has put together a study that reviews the problems concerning the formats and
meteorological forecasts and warnings, as well as their presentations. The study can be found
in Annex V.
3.4.5 It is desirable that NMSs Internet web pages should have direct links to the WMO
websites on WWIS and Severe Weather Information Center (SWIC) considering they provide a
reliable source of warnings and forecasts from NMSs.
3.4.6 The Expert Team acknowledged that some countries are publishing warnings with levels
depicted on geographical maps. France, Germany, and Canada could be considered as good
examples of design of colors and GIS in helping the users to rapidly and easily identify warning
areas and levels. The USA is using a geographical, color-coded warning system on its Internet
pages that identifies not only warning levels but gives information about the specific phenomena.
3.5
Incorporation of air quality forecasts and bio-meteorology information in to PWS
delivery (TOR e)
3.5.1 The Expert Team considered the experience of those NMSs that include air quality
forecast information as part of their PWS program. The Expert Team agreed that there was a
need to prepare a set of guidelines on preparing such information. These guidelines will include
examples gathered from the existing material on the subject. In addition, the Expert Team
recommended that the guidelines should include a few examples of existing national or
international collaborative projects with associated links to the relevant project Internet web sites.
A draft outline of the proposed guideline document is attached in Annex VI.
3.5.2 The Expert Team also discussed the difference between warnings and weather-related
indices and it agreed that indices give an indication of the intensity level of a given phenomena
(e.g. UV index) and could be used as a criteria for the warning issuance. For the benefit of the
public, there is a need to explain the various intensity levels of weather-related indices and the
impact on humans.
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issues are also undertaken by many other environmental agencies. There is a need to link the
various information sources. The Expert Team deemed it advisable for the WMO to facilitate the
coordination of this issue. As weather is a central component of air quality forecast, the Expert
Team encourages NMSs to take an active role in this area. In this context, the example of the
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), which is responsible for all matters
regarding the atmosphere, was considered relevant.
3.6
Information sharing with appropriate WWW experts on the needs of PWS in
product exchange and service delivery (TOR f)
3.6.1 The Expert Team was informed of the collaborative steps taken to implement this TOR
and of the outcome of consultations with other WMO technical commissions. As a first step, a
questionnaire was sent out to the chairs of CBS OPAGs as well as the President and Vice
President of CCL. The questionnaire can be found in Annex VII.
3.6.2 Responses to the questionnaire were received from the Chairs of OPAG/ISS, OPAG/IOS
and the Vice President of CCL. The analysis of the responses indicates that a strong interest
exists to collaborate with the OPAG /PWS in the following areas: development of the GTS and
the FWIS, Internet use, satellite data utilization, education and training using satellite data via
virtual laboratory, and The Observing System Research and Predictability Experiment
(THORPEX) through the ET on Observational Data Requirements and Redesign of the GOS
(ODRRGOS). In addition, the CCL response indicated interest in the work of PWS by the
OPAG/CCL on Monitoring and Analysis of Climate Variability and Change. This group indicated
a need to establish a Public Climate Service (PCS) including a Climate Alert System.
3.6.3 All the above OPAGs have proposed contact points to work with PWS experts and have
invited the Chair of OPAG/PWS to nominate counterparts for participation in the areas of work
as indicated above. Similarly, the Expert Team identified several areas of its own work, which
could benefit from collaboration with experts in CBS groups, namely on coding, GTS, and
probabilistic forecasting issues. The Expert Team noted that this work was a successful start to
collaboration with several WMO technical commissions OPAGs and that such efforts might be
extended to other commissions in the future.
3.6.4 The Expert Team agreed that in order to achieve progress in such collaborations, it was
necessary to appoint focal points within the OPAG/PWS, preferably in the form of dedicated
rapporteurs to undertake these tasks. It further agreed that in order to initiate the process, and
while awaiting formal procedures to be established, the Expert Team should initiate contact with
the abovementioned OPAGs as soon as possible. To this end, the Expert Team recommended
that Mr W. Kusch act as the point-of-contact with the CCL. Further, the Expert Team requested
that the Chair of OPAG/PWS nominate suitable points-of-contact for issues concerning CBS.
3.7
Development of recommended core service assessment criteria for use by NMSs
and promotion of awareness of the existing guidance material (TOR g)
3.7.1 The Expert Team reviewed and discussed the existing guidelines prepared by the
ET/PDSA (Guidelines on Performance Assessment of Public Weather Services - WMO/TD No.
1023, 2000; Supplementary Guidelines on Performance Assessment of Public Weather
Services – WMO/TD No. 1103, 2002) and agreed that information regarding core service
assessment criteria and questions will assist NMSs to improve their products and services. In
this light, the Expert Team decided to develop additional guidance material on quality
management for NMSs that will include core service assessment criteria and questions.
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Quality management procedures and practices (TOR h)

3.8.1 CBS regarded the PWS guidance material on verification and service assessment as a
valid step towards quality management in PWS, but noted that a more rigorous approach
needed to be developed to ensure the best possible practices in PWS production and delivery.
The Expert Team agreed with the CBS finding and will develop additional guidance on quality
management procedures and practices that would assist NMSs in management and the
continuous improvement of their programs. This documentation will include the following: an
overview on quality management, a treatment of the advantages and challenges that it presents
to NMSs, a discussion of the analysis, definition and documentation of process requirements
within a NMS, approaches for the monitoring, assessment, management and control of
processes within a NMS, considerations for on-going quality management, and options,
approaches and strategies for quality system certification. The outline of the guidance material
is attached as Annex VIII.

4.

Conclusions and Further Actions

4.1
The key conclusions arising from the meeting of the ET/PDSA are given in the Executive
Summary of this report. The Expert Team accomplished its task of preparing material outlines
and developing criteria according to its TORs.
4.2
The information on EMMA, XML, and examples of use of probabilistic forecasts will be
submitted to the Secretariat by the end of 2003.
4.3
The Expert Team agreed that the drafts of the two sets of guidelines on Air Quality
Forecasts and Biometeorology and on Quality Management and Practices for Public Weather
Services will be submitted to the Secretariat by March 2004. The Secretariat will aim to produce
the guidelines by June 2004.
4.4
The Chairman of ET/PDSA will provide the OPAG/PWS Chair with the final report of the
Expert Team meeting.

5.

Closing

Prior to its closure, the Expert team reviewed its current terms of reference and made proposals
for amending them to be submitted to the next meeting of the IC Team. The meeting of the
Expert Team closed at 1700 hrs on Friday 26 September 2003.
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Annex II
PUBLIC WEATHER SERVICES EXPERT TEAM ON PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICE ASSESSMENT
(Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 22 to 26 September 2003)
PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME
Monday, 22 September
AM
0900

Tuesday, 23 September

Wednesday, 24 September

Thursday, 25 September

Friday, 26 September

. Opening
2. Background
Information and
Objectives
(Secretariat)

TOR (e):
Discussions of key issues
led by Wolfgang Kusch
and Hwang Yung Fong

3. ET/PDSA work
programme

TOR (f):

TOR (a): Report by
Secretariat

Discussions of key issues
led by Edwin Lai,
Wolfgang Kusch and
Hwang Yung Fong

TOR (b): Discussions of
key issues led by Edwin
Lai and Juan Coronando

Start individual group work
under each TOR

Presentation of work
plans by sub-groups to
the ET/PDSA

TORs (a, b, c, d and e):
Work plan: prepare input for General discussion
the report of the meeting and
Arrangements for followfor updating the existing
up actions under TORs
material on the Internet as
required.
Prepare inputs for the
Executive Summary of the
TOR (f): Work plan: Report
meeting
on steps taken as requested
and prepare input for the
report of the meeting.

Preparation of report of
the Expert Team
(continue)

1200
Lunch
PM
1330

TOR (c): Discussions of
key issues led by John
Guiney
TOR (d): Discussions of
key issues led by Edwin
Lai and Juan Coronado

1700

Lunch
TOR (g): Discussions of
key issues led by Joseph
Shaykewich and John
Guiney
TOR (h): Discussions of
key issues led by John
Guiney and Joseph
Shaykewich
General discussion on
ET/PDSA work TORs a, b,
c, d, e, f, g and h

Lunch

Lunch

TOR (g): Work plan: Develop
the criteria and prepare input
for the report of the meeting.

. Preparation of report
of the Expert Team

TOR (h): Work plan: Develop
the required documentation
and prepare input for the
report of the meeting.

Lunch
Review and adoption of
the report

5. Visit to the NMC
Kuala Lumpur
6. Closure

ANNEX III
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF NEW AND EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES
FOR NEW AND IMPROVED PWS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

.

Introduction

1.1
WMO/TD No. 1054 and 1102, prepared by the PDSA (formerly Product Development
and Verification and Service Evaluation) Expert Team in 1999 and 2001 respectively,
provide the basis for a continuing effort to explore and keep abreast of new opportunities in
the provision and delivery of public weather services. In its deliberation, the PDSA Expert
Team also reviewed and considered the recommendations made during Cg-XIV in relation to
application of new technology in PWS (Cg-XIV Report Section 3.4.1.21) in formulating the
following report.
1.2
For new forecast products, hot issues relating to nowcasting information, EPS-based
probabilistic forecasts and longer range prediction will be highlighted. The continuing trend
in the development of more weather indices of public interest, particularly indices with
environmental and health impact, will also be covered under TOR (e).
1.3
On new possibilities in the delivery of products and services, they will be discussed in
more details under TOR (c) and (f).
2.

Nowcasting Products

2.1
Operational nowcasting systems are now commonly adopted in many meteorological
services. Products from such systems are mostly for the benefit of the forecaster in the
monitoring and warning of severe weather. However, the range of regional variations in a
rapidly changing weather situation (e.g., radar images, rainfall distribution, lightning strike
locations) can never be adequately described in the limited time and space afforded by the
warning bulletins. A strategy that is gradually gaining acceptance and recognition is to make
such nowcasting products more available to the public on a real time basis, through the
Internet and other wireless delivery channels such as SMS or mobile phones, on the
rationale that seeing, believing and evaluating in accordance with one’s own situation would
precipitate the most appropriate form of reaction to the evolving weather situation.
2.2
To make such products more digestible for the public, sufficient supplementary
information and explanatory notes should be provided as far as possible. Graphics and
maps should be simplified for easy interpretation; and animation options would allow the
users to develop a feel for the impending changes, particularly with respect to the users’
location of interest. Other value-added approaches based on available technology should
also be considered wherever possible to render the nowcasting information more userrelevant and user-friendly. GIS (Geographical Information System) would allow logistic
information such as highways and roads to be superimposed on weather products for easy
reference; and off-the-shelf softwares specially developed for meteorological applications
are gradually emerging for operational adaptation. Incorporation of increasingly common
tracking technology such as GPS (Global Positioning System) would also facilitate the
development of more specialized products, e.g. “Weather-as-you-drive/sail/fly”.
2.3
Weather warnings and warning criteria in association with nowcasting products
should be highlighted or cross-linked for easy reference as far as possible. Public education
programmes in promulgating the use and interpretation of these products, as well as
promoting public awareness in the relevant weather warnings, should be organized for the
public as well as for users with special interest.
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3.

EPS (Ensemble Prediction Systems) and Probabilistic Forecasts

3.1
The increasing availability of EPS products from major NWP centres has opened up
new possibilities in probabilistic forecasts, especially for risk assessment of potential
inclement weather. Even without the EPS option, many weather centres are already making
use of various forms of ensemble approach by combining prognoses from different runs of
the same model (e.g., Kalman-filtered temperature forecast) or comparing and integrating
results valid at the same time from different models (e.g., tropical cyclone track forecast). In
terms of PWS products, these can be translated quantitatively into probability indices or
qualitatively into possible alternative scenarios.
3.2
It is recognized that more effort is required in training the forecasters to interpret EPS
output and to formulate probabilistic forecasts; and opportunities should be actively sought to
include topical EPS-related issues into various WMO -sponsored training workshops. The
general view is that probabilistic products would be more applicable and readily acceptable
by the public for forecasts in the longer range, e.g. seasonal forecasts. As such, examples
of probabilistic forecasts and their utilization in various parts of the world should be collated
and documented for reference.
3.3
Even then, general release of direct model output from ensemble members is not
recommended; instead, the forecasters should attempt to screen the data and summarize
the information into readily interpreted products such as percentage forecasts, probability
ellipse, most likely scenario and range of possible alternative scenarios. For effective
utilization of probabilistic forecasts, the NMSs are also encouraged to run public education
programmes to promote proper understanding on the applications and limitations of such
products.
3.4
For NMSs not running their own NWP models and EPS, input from other specialized
areas under CBS, in particular from OPAG on DPFS, should be sought to ascertain what
resource material can be made generally available on an operational basis. Possibilities to
set up regional centres for exchange of NWP data through dedicated servers should also be
explored so that NMSs within the region may be given the opportunity window to formulate
probabilistic forecasts based on “super-ensemble” or “poor men’s ensem ble” approach.
4.

Extended Range and Trend / Change Forecasts

4.1
There is apparently a public and media demand for longer range forecasts.
Progressive improvement in operational NWP models has made this increasingly feasible,
with a steady extension of forecast range to a week ahead and beyond. However,
skepticism remains as to how accurate and useful the forecast will be at such an extended
range, hence the need still exists for more explanatory notes and public education initiatives
to highlight its limitations and potential applications.
4.2
While the common practice is to present such information on a day-by-day format
(especially on the Internet and in other print media), another approach is to depict the
dominant trend or reflect the significant changes in weather regimes during the forecast
period. The latter approach is probably becoming an increasingly effective option
considering the amount of information and data that have to be absorbed by the casual
users in an extended forecast. Another possibility is to formulate the forecast in the
extended range using a probabilistic approach if the relevant objective NWP guidance is
available.
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5.

Weather Warnings and Indices

5.1
As the society evolves and develops, a host of weather warnings and indices have
emerged in response to the multi-faceted needs and demands of various community groups.
The operation of such warnings and indices is mostly based on products derived from
observed or prognostic data, or a combination of both. It is also advisable that specialists or
experts in the relevant disciplines be involved or engaged in the development of such
warnings or indices (e.g., the medical community for bio-meteorological applications such as
UV, stress indices, warnings on heat wave/cold snaps, etc.) to ensure applicability and to
lend authenticity.
5.2
There is also a need to calibrate and normalize these indices on a regional basis
according to differences in geography, climate, or even culture. When significant anomalies
are observed, appropriate warnings or advisories should also be considered, especially for
indices with environmental, social and health impact.
6.

Effective Presentation and Delivery of PWS

6.1
Traditionally, weather forecasts and warnings are merely a collection of short basic
text with observational data sprinkled among the words or appended in tabulated form.
Increasingly, as these bulletins become more sophisticated and comprehensive, both as a
result of information availability and media demand, illustrative materials such as weather
graphics, icons, charts, diagrams or pictures are included. For a value-added approach,
artistic and cosmetic touches such as logos, cartoons, layout format and other decorative
designs also enter the fray. Quality of PWS products is no longer just about the contents
measured in terms of accuracy, reliability and timeliness; it is also about how presentable
and effective the relayed message is for users receiving the information in different types of
media.
6.2
Good PWS delivery starts on the forecasters’ bench. If information packaging and
products presentation are done by the forecasters themselves, forecasters would need
handy tools to edit erroneous data or fill in for missing data, re-do the analysis, extract and
combine different fields for compiling specific service products, and send the output down
the line in multi-media modes and the required data formats. In effect, the forecaster’s
workstation is not simply a tool for weather monitoring and analysis; it is also a window
through which the forecaster can directly and readily communicate to the outside world the
latest weather information available at his fingertips. As such, it should also be equipped
with specially developed software and user-friendly interface for effective and timely PWS
products delivery to users.
6.3
The most effective media for transmitting different types of forecasts and warnings to
the public can be generalized as follows:
Products & Services

Most Effective Media

Nowcast and Warnings

Internet, TV weather channels, pagers, public switched
telephone network, mobile and 3G phones (SMS, MMS),
radio

Daily forecasts

Radio, TV, fax

Weekly forecasts

Fax, newspapers, Internet (electronic newspapers)

Seasonal forecasts

Newsletters, Internet, TV weather channels
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6.4
It is obvious from the above that the choice of delivery option relates firstly to the
forecast range and update frequency of the products, and secondly to the contents format,
whether it is mostly text-based or more graphics-oriented. Across the spectrum of media, it
is interesting to note that Internet and dedicated TV weather channels appear at both ends.
Through such media, not only can PWS products be updated and refreshed as frequently as
required (and in severe weather situations, keen users are likely to stay online for the latest
update), but also as informative and comprehensive as desired. If operated directly by the
meteorological service, it also ensures that the PWS products will appear as they are, thus
avoiding the risk of information being edited or distorted by intermediate parties.
6.5
As IT (information technology) continues to evolve, NMSs need to keep up with the
rapid changes and new opportunities (e.g., VoIP ∗ ). While NMSs in certain parts of the world
may be reluctant to get too involved on service delivery matters in deference to policy issues,
those that are interested in retaining an active role but are restricted by limited organizational
resources or expertise may also consider the possibility of outsourcing or partnership with
specialized information providers.
6.6
With the Internet and VPN (Virtual Private Network) offering an effective means of
information exchange, among NMSs as well as among major information providers, industry
standards should be adopted as far as possible. For ready delivery and retrieval of PWS
products via the electronic media (e.g. “web services” # ), consideration should be given to
the development of XML schema for weather forecasts and warnings. For the development
of FWIS and other discussion on data format or code standards within CBS, requirements
for the exchange of PWS should be made known and taken into consideration.

∗

Voice over IP (VoIP) is the technology used for the delivery of voice information using the Internet
Protocol (IP) over the data network. In general, this technology enables the sending of voice
information in digital discrete data packets over the Intranets or public Internet, rather than in
the traditional circuit-based public switched telephone network (PSTN). The major benefits of
VoIP are:
Ø
Ø
Ø

#

cost reduction - lower phone calls cost, especially for long distance phone calls;
convergence of data/voice networks - only one network is required for both data and
voice instead of two;
simplification and consolidation - enable centralized and simplified management.

In a Web Services infrastructure, weather information is dissembled so that users can retrieve data
from the XML files through Web Services call regardless of what platform they are using.

ANNEX IV

DIGITAL/DATABASE FORCASTING TECHNIQUES
A brief description of Environment Canada’s Forecast Element Database (FED) and
the U.S. National Weather Service’s National Digital Forecast Database (NDFD)

An overview of the SCRIBE system.
What is SCRIBE?
SCRIBE is a system to assist the meteorologist in bulletin preparation. The philosophy
behind SCRIBE is as follows: a set of objective weather elements guidance matrices at
stations or sample points are prepared centrally at C.M.C. and transmitted at the regional
weather centers. The guidances are then decoded and can be edited through a graphical
user interface. The resulting data are fed to the product generator which produce bilingual
forecasts in a variety of format (plain text, table, icon, etc...)

Weather element matrices
The weather element forecasts found in the matrices are prepared at three hours interval
giving SCRIBE a three hours time resolution. Weather element matrices for forecast
areas (sub-regions) are generated locally from each available sample points within each
area. These matrices are then combined in space and time by clan (the space combination
system) to create matrices for forecasts regions. If possible sub_regions and regions are
combined to produce matrices for groups of regions (super_regions). The three levels of
matrices (sub-regions, regions and super-regions) are all in the same format. For more
details see the section on the Weather Element Matrices below.

Concept generation
The weather element matrices are processed by the concept generator before being
displayed on the interface. The concept generator works through a domain space of rules
to generate the concepts that are the results of a semantic numerical synthesis of the
weather element matrices content. The main task of this module is thus to extract from
the raw data the ideas or constructs that are hidden behind the digital weather element
forecasts, or the numbers in the matrices. The concepts are coded following a standard
called Meteocode. Meteocode provides a simpler way to display the content of the
weather element matrices rather than displaying the raw numbers.

The interface
The concepts are displayed on the graphical interface and can be modified if needed.
Modification takes place through simple actions on the mouse or through simple quickly
accessed toolboxes. The interface can be displayed in French or English and can be easily
adapted to local needs. The interface reads and writes concepts using the Meteocode
format.

Product generation
When the user asks to generate text based on the modified concepts, a quality check is
first performed. If inconsistencies are found, the system warns the user. However the user

can force the product generation if he wish to. The final product is displayed at the
interface and can be sent to the end user.

Weather element matrices
Time and space coverage.
•

Spot forecast produce for 1145 Canadian stations or sample point.

•

Produce twice a day
1.

GEM Global configuration cover a 72 hour period.

2.

GEM regional configuration cover a 48 hour period.

•

Matrices Cycle

•

Regular Matrices Content Description

•

Supplementary Matrices "XMATRICES" Content Description

Regular Matrix Content Description
(exemple)
FT
UTC Cumulative forecast valid time in hours.
ZT
UTC forecast valid time in hours.
CT2
Climatological max/min.
TST
Spot time temperature forecast based on the perfect prog statistical method.
TLO
Max/Min calculated from TST.
CP1
Climatological frequency of pcpn amount of 0.2 mm or more in 6 hr period.
CP2
Climatological frequency of pcpn amount of 0.2 mm or more in 12 hr period.
CP3
Climatological frequency of pcpn amount of 10.0 mm or more in 12 hr period.
CLD
Cloud coverage (in tenth).
P06
Pop over 6 hr period.
P12
Pop over 12 hr period.
P10
Probability of getting 10.0 mm or more over 12 hr period.
QPS
Precipitation amount (in tenth of mm).
CV1
Showalter index.
WW8

Vertical velocity at 850 mb. in µbar/sec (positive is upward as opposed to the mathematical
notation).
TYP
Conditional precipitation type.
One of the following
2

rain

4

rain mixed with snow

6

wet snow

8

snow

10 ice pellet
11 freezing rain
TYP Describe the phase so in the previous table rain is indicative of liquid precipitation and have
to be replaced with the appropriate statement (drizzle, rain showers ...).
AC
Ceiling of the model clouds using the cloud fraction field (FN). 6/10 or more in the NT column
indicates that AC column contains ceiling height. Otherwise, the AC value is the height of the
most significant SCT cloud layer. (in dam)
DPD
Surface dew point depression.
TH5
1000-500 mb thickness.
TH7
850-700 mb thickness.
TH8
1000-850 mb thickness.
DD
Wind direction in degrees.
FF
Wind speed in km/h.
UV
Clear skies UV index (in tenth of unit).
NT
Total cloud opacity (in tenth).
P6M
Diagnostic probability of precipitation over a 6 hours period.
P2M
Diagnostic probability of precipitation over a 12 hours period.
TSM
T97
D97
SST

Surface temperatures (in oC).
Temperatures at the level nearest to 0.97 (in oC).
Dew point depression at the level nearest to 0.97 (in tenth oC).
Sea surface temperatures (in tenth of oC).

ICV
Ice cover (over sea) or snow depth (over land) in percent.
SWH
Sea state (waves height in decimetres).
FZP
Freezing spray (in mm/hr).
RAF

Wind speed at the level nearest to 0.932, roughly 600 meters (in km/hr).
QPC
Convective precipitation quantity amount (in tenth of mm).
SOG
Snow on ground (in cm.)

Source of data
1.

TLO, CLD, P06, P12, P10 are statistical forecast based on perfect prog linear regression equations
(FXCN5 CWAO or FXCN09 CWAO).

2.

CT2, CP1, CP2, CP3 are climatological data.

3.

TYP is prepared by using an algorithm to assess the vertical temperature profile.P6M, P2M are
generated by applying an algorithm to the QPS for a 6 or 12 hours period.

4.

SST, ICV are from the model analysis

5.

SWH is produced using an empirical relation between wind speed and fetch.

6.

FZP is generated using the Stallabass technique modified by R. Brown

7.

All the remaining weather element forecast in the matrices are direct model output.

Supplementary Matrix
FT
UTC Cumulative forecast valid time in hours.
ZT
UTC forecast valid time in hours.
PN
Mean Sea Level Pressure (0.1 hPa)
IL
Lifted index (nearest unitity)
FU
Highest Freezing level (m, -9 is at sfc)
D12
PBL Average Wind Direction (first 4 levels of model - degrees)
F12
PBL Average Wind Speed (first 4 levels of model - km/h)
BN
Mixing Layer Height at Tmin (m)
BX
Mixing Layer Height at Tmax (m)
VN
VX
FI
IA
VI
VA

Ventilation Index at Tmin (m2/s)
Ventilation Index at Tmax (m2/s)
Instantaneous IR SFC incoming flux (0.1 W/m2)
Cumulative IR SFC incoming flux for the next 3 hours (kJ/m2)
Instantaneous VIS SFC incident flux (0.1 W/m2)
Cumulative VIS SFC incident flux for the next 3 hours (kJ/m2)

PO
Surface Pressure. (0.1 hPa)
T93
TD9
T85
TD8

Model Temperature at 925 mb (oC)
Model Dew Point at 925 mb (oC)
Model Temperature at 850 mb (oC)
Model Dew Point at 850 mb (oC)

D93
Model 925 mb Wind Direction (degrees)
F93
Model 925 mb Wind Speed (km/h)
D85
Model 850 mb Wind Direction (degrees)
F85
Model 850 mb Wind Speed (km/h)
HI
Model Boundary Layer height (m)

WHAT IS THE NDFD?
Beginning in late 2003, The United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s (NOAA) National Weather Service (NWS) made available a limited
number of forecast grids of sensible weather elements (e.g., cloud cover, maximum
temperature) in what is being called the The NWS National Digital Forecast Database
(NDFD). In addition, a few national graphics produced from these grids will be available,
such as temperature and probability of precipitation (please see Attachment 1 for NDFD
database contents). The NDFD contains a seamless mosaic of NWS digital forecasts from
NWS field offices working in collaboration with NWS National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP). The database will be made available to all customers and
partners–public and private– and will allow those customers and partners to create a wide
range of text, graphic, and image products of their own. With time, a wider array of
forecast elements will be available in the database as will a larger set of graphical
presentations. Please see the NWS NDFD Development Page
(http://www.nws.noaa.gov/ndfd/development/development.htm) for details of what new
grids, products, and capabilities of the NDFD are coming on line.

WHYCREATE AN NDFD?
Many technological advances and scientific breakthroughs have allowed NWS weather
forecasts and warnings to become much more specific and accurate. However, the
primary means of providing sensible weather element forecasts (e.g., cloud cover,
maximum temperature) from NWS Weather Forecast Offices (WFO) is still text-based.
Meanwhile, as computer technology and high speed dissemination systems have
evolved (e.g. the Internet), NWS customers/partners are demanding detailed forecasts
in gridded, digital, and graphical formats.
A new Interactive Forecast Preparation System (IFPS) is being implemented in NWS
which allows forecasters to produces digital forecasts in addition to more traditional text
and voice products (please see Attachment 2 for additional details on IFPS). These digital
forecasts are put into the NDFD. In essence, the forecaster now enters the forecast
variables in digital form rather than redundantly typing several products containing largely
the same information. But the real power of a digital database is that it opens the door for
providing much more forecast information in more useful forms. The NDFD will contain
considerably more data than the NWS was previously able to provide, at time scales as
small as an hour and spacial scales of a few kilometers.
For instance, instead of the text-based zone forecast shown in Fig. 1, a digital forecast for
the same area is shown in Fig. 2. While each of these forecasts has its use today, and
both were produced from the local digital database at WFO Albany, New York, the product
in Fig. 2 contains much more information.
Figure 1. Example of text forecast for Albany, New York USA
FPUS51 KALY 210849
ZONE FORECASTS EASTERN NEW YORK AND WESTERN NEW ENGLAND
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE ALBANY NY
345 AM EST WED JAN 21 2004
.TODAY...PARTLY SUNNY. OVER THE HIGHER TERRAIN...A CHANCE OF FLURRIES IN THE MORNING. HIGH NEAR
15. WEST WIND AROUND 10 MPH.
.TONIGHT...MOSTLY CLOUDY. A 50 PERCENT CHANCE OF SNOW AFTER MIDNIGHT. LOWS 5 TO 10 ABOVE. SOUTH
WIND 5 TO 15 MPH.
.THURSDAY...MOSTLY CLOUDY. IN THE VALLEYS...A CHANCE OF SNOW IN THE MORNING...THEN A CHANCE
OF FLURRIES IN THE AFTERNOON. OVER THE HIGHER TERRAIN...A CHANCE OF SNOW IN THE MORNING...THEN
SCATTERED SNOW SHOWERS IN THE AFTERNOON. HIGH IN THE LOWER 20S. SOUTHWEST WIND 15 TO 20 MPH.
CHANCE OF PRECIPITATION 50 PERCENT.
.THURSDAY NIGHT...MOSTLY CLOUDY WITH A 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SNOW SHOWERS. LOWS ZERO TO 5
ABOVE...EXCEPT AROUND 5 BELOW OVER THE HIGHER TERRAIN. WEST WIND 15 TO 20 MPH.
.FRIDAY...MOSTLY CLOUDY WITH A 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SNOW SHOWERS OVER THE HIGHER TERRAIN. HIGH
5 TO 10 ABOVE. WEST WIND 10 TO 20 MPH.
.FRIDAY NIGHT...MOSTLY CLOUDY WITH A 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SNOW SHOWERS. LOWS 10 BELOW TO 15
BELOW ZERO.
.SATURDAY...PARTLY SUNNY. HIGH ZERO TO 5 ABOVE.
.SATURDAY NIGHT...PARTLY CLOUDY. LOWS AROUND 10 BELOW.
.SUNDAY...MOSTLY CLOUDY. HIGH NEAR 10.
.SUNDAY NIGHT...MOSTLY CLOUDY WITH A 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SNOW. LOWS ZERO TO 5 ABOVE.
.MONDAY...MOSTLY CLOUDY WITH A 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SNOW. HIGH 15 TO 20.
.MONDAY NIGHT...MOSTLY CLOUDY WITH A 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SNOW. LOWS ZERO TO 5 ABOVE.
.TUESDAY...PARTLY SUNNY. HIGH 15 TO 20.

Figure 2. Example of digital forecast for Albany, New York USA

HOW IS THE NDFD CREATED?
The creation of NDFD starts with the formulation of digital forecasts at each WFO. What
does it mean to "make digital forecasts?" All information in a digital computer is digital.
But it is no small task to enter the large number of values needed to represent forecast
conditions at the needed space and time scales for even some relatively small area
such as a county-sized zone from the present out to a few days. Further, a WFO is
responsible for making forecasts for areas much larger than a single county. IFPS has
been developed for this purpose. Using IFPS, the WFO digital forecasts are updated as
the need arises; they become official at a designated "effective" time when entered into
the NDFD. It is expected that the NDFD will be updated hourly. This does not mean that
all forecasts in the NDFD will be updated hourly, but usually only a small portion affecting
limited areas and/or periods.
The digital database makes the updating of forecasts easier. For minor or only moderate
changes, the forecaster at a WFO can change a few numbers or grids, and a whole suite
of text, voiced, and graphic products can be generated automatically. However,
sometimes numerical model results will make wholesale changes necessary.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF AN NDFD?
Benefits of a digital database are extensive. Partners in the production and
dissemination of weather forecast products should find the NDFD a gold mine of
information. It will be up-to-date, with the exception of time-critical warnings that are
disseminated within seconds by other means, and will be national in scope. Eventually,
the NDFD will contain all the basic, essential information from which NWS
forecasts are produced.
Businesses will be able to produce a plethora of applications and products, either
general information for radio and television broadcast, or tailored products for specific
customers. For example:
' Decision support systems that fit the forecast to the problem
' Weather information along a path -- forecasts for a drive across country with
projections matched to user itinerary
' Text generation in more than one language
' Forecasts for vehicles and hand-held devices with Global Positioning Systems
' Controls for smart appliances (e.g., heating, cooling, irrigation)
' Graphics for mass media.
Teaming the NDFD with GIS systems will provide very powerful capabilities. The NDFD
will give customers what they want when they need it.

Commercial products available today that provide point forecasts or large scale
graphics sometimes rely on direct model output or the algorithmic interpretation of model
output (e.g., MOS). The NDFD will be the source of more accurate official NWS forecasts
produced by forecasters at WFOs and NCEP; previously such digital forecasts were not
available.
Any individual user with a computer and access to the Internet can download
information from the NDFD to suit his or her needs. No longer will this customer have to
wait for the timed broadcast of weather information, but can time the receipt of the
specific information needed to his or her schedule.
For more information on NOAA’s National Weather Service NDFD, please go to:
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/ndfd/

ATTACHMENT 1
Interactive Forecast Preparation System (IFPS)
The creation of NDFD starts with the formulation of digital forecasts at each WFO.
This, in turn, required the development and implementation of efficient methods
whereby the results of the thought processes of WFO forecasters could be put into
digital (or numerical) form. The Interactive Forecast Preparation System (IFPS) has
been developed for this purpose. It has been under development for a number of
years (Ruth et al. 1998, Peroutka et al. 1998), but the processing power of the
Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) was necessary to
make it feasible nationwide.
Interactive forecast preparation represents a substantial change for forecasters.
Instead of manually typing a myriad of forecast products tailored for specific user
communities (e.g., public, aviation, marine), forecasters rely on various data
interpretation and editing techniques to prepare forecasts of weather elements in
a common digital database from which forecast products will be automatically
composed and formatted.
IFPS incorporates three methods for entering digital forecasts into the database
which are: matrix entry, graphical entry, and model interpretation.
(1)

Matrix entry--The Interactive Computer Worded Forecast (ICWF) (Ruth and
Peroutka 1993) employed this method, making interactive earlier technology
for producing text from digital forecasts (Glahn 1970, 1979), and has been
integrated into IFPS. While this method was successful (Rezek 2002;
Dickman 2002) and still provides a method for "fine tuning" data entered by
other methods to specific times and locations, it has been largely replaced by
the graphical method.

(2)

Graphical entry can insert forecasts into a gridded database at a spatial
resolution essentially bounded only by computer power (Wier et al. 1998).
The graphics depict an underlying grid of values. The forecaster works with
the graphics until he or she is satisfied with them. Then, the underlying grid
becomes the "forecast."

(3)

Model Interpretation involves working directly with numerical model output
(Ruth 1998) or its interpretation (e.g., MOS) to forecast sensible weather
elements. Model interpretation, through IFPS, requires a higher level of
understanding and training and is not yet being used at most WFOs. As
weather prediction models improve, direct interaction with the models through
this interface will probably become more prevalent.

Each of these interfaces provides a viable way of entering data into the digital
database. The forecasters at WFOs choose the interfaces they use. The forecasts
can have a time resolution of 1 hour at short ranges and 3 or 6 hours at longer
ranges. Spatial resolution is expected to be at least as fine as 5 km with full
implementation of IFPS in September 2003. These digital forecasts automatically
result in the routine textual and voiced forecasts and provide a foundation for the
development of a new generation of grid-based NWS products, including the digital
forecast database itself.
For more details on IFPS, visit: http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/ifps/ifps.htm.

ATTACHMENT 1
NDFD DATABASE CONTENTS
Currently, the NDFD contains data representing the following weather variables. More
variables will be added as development of the NDFD progresses. For a complete listing of
variables to be included in the NDFD, visit the NWS NDFD Development Page
(http://www.nws.noaa.gov/ndfd/development/development.htm) for details of what new NDFD
grids, products, and capabilities are coming on line.
NDFD data are available for projections (as described in the table below) at the following
UTC times: 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21.
VARIABLES

DEFINITION

NUMBER OF GRIDS

TIME PROJECTIONS

MAX TEMPERATURE

is the daytime maximum
temperature (in degrees F).
Verifying observations are
deduced via a comprehensive
algorithm that examines reported
maximum
and
hourly
temperatures. Daytime is defined
as 0700-1900 Local Standard
Time.

7

Every 24 hrs out 168 hrs

MIN TEMPERATURE

is the overnight minimum
temperature (in degrees F).
Verifying observations are
deduced via a comprehensive
algorithm that examines reported
minimum
and
hourly
temperatures. Overnight is
defined as 1900-0800 Local
Standard Time.

7

Every 24 hrs out 168 hrs

POP 12

defined as the likelihood,
expressed as a percent, of a
measurable precipitation event
(1/100th of an inch or more ) at a
gridpoint during the 12-hour valid
period. The 12-hour periods begin
and end at 0000 and 1200 UTC.

14

Every 24 hrs out 168 hrs

SKY COVER

snapshot of the expected amount
of all opaque clouds (in percent)
covering the sky during the
indicated hour.

40

Every 3 hrs out to 72 hrs;
every 6 hrs out to 168 hrs

TEMPERATURE

snapshot of the expected
temperature in degrees F valid at
the indicated hour.

40

Every 3 hrs out to 72 hrs;
every 6 hrs out to 168 hrs

DEW POINT

snapshot of the expected dew
point temperature in degrees F
valid at the indicated hour.

40

Every 3 hrs out to 72 hrs;
every 6 hrs out to 168 hrs

VARIABLE

DEFINITION

NUMBER OF GRIDS

TIME PROJECTIONS

WIND DIRECTION

a snapshot of the expected wind
direction forecast to occur during
the indicated hour, using 36
points of a compass.

40

Every 3 hrs out to 72 hrs;
every 6 hrs out to 168 hrs

WIND SPEED

snapshot of the sustained wind
speed (in knots) forecast to occur
during the indicated hour

40

Every 3 hrs out to 72 hrs;
every 6 hrs out to 168 hrs

WEATHER

snapshot of expected weather
during the indicated hour. The
element includes type, probability,
and intensity information. In cases
of convective weather, coverage
may be substituted for probability.

40

Every 3 hrs out to 72 hrs;
every 6 hrs out to 168 hrs

PRECIPITATION AMOUNT

also known as the Quantitative
Precipitation Forecast (QPF),
represents the total amount of
liquid precipitation (in hundredths
of inches) at a gridpoint when the
12-hr Probability of Precipitation
(PoP12) is at least 15%.

12

Every 6 hrs out 72 hrs

SNOW AMOUNT

represents the total snowfall
accumulation (in inches) at a
gridpoint. Periods for the NDFD
end and begin at 0600, 1200,
1800, and 0000 UTC

6

Every 6 hrs out 36 hrs

WAVE HEIGHT (Significant)

Snapshot of the average height
(trough to crest) of the one-third
highest waves.

4

Every 12 hrs out 48 hrs

GRID RESOLUTION
Grids are currently available at 5km spatial resolution. Temporal resolution of NDFD grids
is 3 hours for days 1-3 and 6 hours for days 4-7. We plan to increase both spatial and
temporal resolution over the next few years.
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
Digital forecast data will be received from all NWS Weather Forecast Offices (WFOs) and will
be mosaicked and available for access for the coterminous United States (CONUS), Alaska,
Hawaii, and Guam, as well as 16 sectors covering the CONUS.
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STUDY AND REPORT ON THE NECESSITY FOR A
STANDARDIZED FORMAT FOR THE DISSEMINATION OF FORECASTS WARNINGS,
PUBLICATIONS, AND INFORMATION
1.

INTRODUCTION

The weather forecasts and information that National Meteorological Services (NMSs) offer to
the public often fulfil their purpose thanks to the increasing accessibility to electronic
information resources and to the improvement of the weather and climate forecasts based
on better dynamical and statistical models and also a better understanding of the climate
system, this two elements, that most of the Meteorological Services have in common, have
created the necessity to standardize the format texts and the presentation of the
meteorological forecasts and warnings in order to provide an easily understandable way to
exchange value added information coming from NMSs, as well as to guide the public to learn
how they can obtain official information every each country.
The present study has taken an overview of the problems concerning the formats and
meteorological forecasts and warnings, as well as their presentations and is proposing
format designs based on what has been observed in the daily presentations of the products
offered to the public from different NMHS. Information of successful formats and
presentations will end in a standardization and continuous improvement.
2.

OBJECTIVES

To identify the problems of standardization of the formats for the dissemination of the
forecasts publications, warnings and reports.
To propose standardized formats for the dissemination of forecasts publications, warnings
and reports.
3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

Public Weather Services Expert Team on Warning and Forecast Exchange Issues.
Montreal, Canada. 10 – 14 July 2000.

The key conclusions and recommendations from the PWS WAFEI Expert Team Meeting can
be summarized as:
•

Members of WMO in general find it unsatisfactory that some private
meteorological organizations issues unofficial weather forecast for cities
around the world. The extensive distribution of this information through the
international broadcast media and the Internet underlines the image of the
NMSs. It’s necessary to make available to the public the official weather
forecasts issued by the NMSs.

•

The Expert Team recommended that forecasts of maximum and minimum
temperature, and summary weather for at least the next two days for major
cities be exchanged among NMSs in a standard and consistent manner.

•

The Expert Team further suggested that a collecting center be designated to
collect the weather forecast supplied by NMSs to generate product of major
city forecast around the world.

•

The Expert Team recommended that a pilot project involving a small number
of Members sending their city weather forecast to a collecting center, be
launched to test out the proposed operational concept.
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3.2

•

Although the exchange of information exists in some regions, there is still
room for improvement and expansion, especially with respect to warnings. In
some areas cross-border exchange is non-existent.

•

The Expert Team recommended that bilateral and/or regional co-operation be
encouraged and expanded according to local requirements. There should be
common agreement as to the types of weather phenomena warnings to be
exchanged. In addition information on national warning threshold criteria
should be made available.

•

The Expert Team proposed a list of hazard types that could be selected for
such exchange, and provided some examples of thresholds, which are
already in use by some NMSs.

•

The Expert Team noted the available communication methods the Internet for
exchanges and recommended this use of standardized format and content of
messages.

•

The Expert Team recommended the organization of workshops to train
forecasters in severe weather forecasting and issuing of severe weather
warnings.

•

The Expert Team recommended exchange guidelines to initiate or enhance
bilateral agreements on the exchange of warnings.

Examples of meteorological Warnings in a web site

Visualization Model used in a web site by the French Meteorological Service
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Warning example of the Italian Meteorological Service

Warning

Sono messaggi di allerta nel caso di previsione di condizioni meteorologiche particolarmente
avverse.

Avviso di burrasca

FM CNMCA PRATICA DI MARE
TO COMETAREREO/MM ROMA
-GALE WARNING ISSUED AT 1338/UTC SEPTEMBER 01
THUNDERSTORMS CONDITIONS AND LOCAL GUSTS PERSISTING OVER : LIGURIAN
SEA , NORTHERN TYRRHENIAN SEA AND RELATIVES COASTAL REGIONS.
ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS AND LOCAL GUSTS ARE EXPECTED OVER : CENTRAL
TYRRHENIAN SEA, E SECTOR , SOUTHERN TYRRHENIAN SEA, E SECTOR ,
CENTRAL ADRIATIC SEA , NORTHERN ADRIATIC SEA AND RELATIVES COASTAL
REGIONS.
THUNDERSTORMS CONDITIONS CEASED OVER CORSICAN SEA , SARDINIAN SEA
AND RELATIVES COASTAL REGIONS.
–AVVISO DI BURRASCA EMESSO ALLE 1338/UTC DEL 01 SETTEMBRE
PERSISTONO CONDIZIONI TEMPORALESCHE CON LOCALI COLPI DI VENTO SU :
MAR LIGURE , TIRRENO SETTENTRIONALE ET RELATIVE COSTE.
SONO PREVISTI TEMPORALI ISOLATI CON LOCALI COLPI DI VENTO SU :
TIRRENO CENTRALE, SETTORE EST , TIRRENO MERIDIONALE, SETTORE EST ,
ADRIATICO CENTRALE , ADRIATICO SETTENTRIONALE ET RELATIVE COSTE.
CESSATE CONDIZIONI TEMPORALESCHE SU MAR DI CORSICA , MAR DI SARDEGNA
ET RELATIVE COSTE.
STOP CNMCA/PRATICA DI MARE
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Warning example of the Mexican Meteorological Service:
ALERTA TEMPRANA
PROYECCIÓN A CORTO Y MEDIANO PLAZO DE
SISTEMAS METEOROLÓGICOS EXTREMOS
El Servicio Meteorológico Nacional de la CNA integrante del Sistema Nacional de Protección
Civil, informa:
Boletín
No. 166
Fecha y hora de emisión
29 de agosto de 2003 / 15:00 h
PRONÓSTICO DE FENÓMENOS METEOROLÓGICOS EXTREMOS
SISTEMAS EN VIGILANCIA
EXTRATROPICALES
----SISTEMAS EN VIGILANCIA
TROPICALES
Intensa onda tropical, con potencial a desarrollar un ciclón tropical
Del 29 de agosto al 4 de septiembre
Actualmente la onda tropical No. 38 se extiende sobre la Península de Yucatán. Es posible
que en 24 horas más sobre el Noreste del Golfo de México, la porción Norte de la onda,
origine una baja presión con tendencia a desplazarse hacia el Nor-noreste, rumbo a
Louisiana y Mississippi, EUA. Mientras, su porción Sur se localizará sobre el Istmo de
Tehuantepec, siguiendo su desplazamiento hacia el Oeste. También sobre el Pacífico, se
desarrollará otra baja presión con potencial de desarrollo ciclónico, a partir del día 1 de
septiembre, manteniendo entrada de humedad hacia los estados del Pacífico Sur y Pacífico
Medio. Durante este período, se prevén precipitaciones fuertes a lo largo del litoral del
Pacífico
Onda tropical asociada a una vaguada frontal
Del 2 al 8 de septiembre
Una línea frontal se acercará hacia el Sur de la Unión Americana, manteniendo un
desplazamiento hacia el Sureste. La vaguada asociada interaccionará con una onda tropical
(la No. 39) entrando a la Península de Yucatán; ambos sistemas originarán fuerte
inestabilidad sobre el Golfo de México, donde el contraste térmico obligará a un desarrollo
ciclónico sobre la región central, con tendencia a estacionarse, pues la alta presión que
impulsa a la línea frontal, ubicada sobre el Norte de Texas, mantendrá viento del Norte
sobre el Golfo de México, así como precipitaciones muy fuertes a intensas en el Sureste del
país.
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PRONÓSTICO DE EFECTOS (próximas 24 h)
ONDAS CÁLIDAS
Temperaturas máximas
Rango de > 40°C: Sonora, Sinaloa, Coahuila, Nuevo León y Tamaulipas.
Rango de 35° a 40°C: Baja California, Baja California Sur, Campeche, Chihuahua, Chiapas,
Durango, Guerrero, Jalisco, Morelos, Oaxaca, Puebla, Quintana Roo, San Luis Potosí,
Tabasco, Veracruz y Yucatán.
ONDAS FRÍAS
Temperaturas mínimas
Rango de 0° a -10°C: -Rango de 1° a 5° C: Chihuahua y Tlaxcala
TORMENTAS
Tlll Superiores a 70 mm: Golfo Centro, Frontera Sur y Pacífico Sur.
Tll De 50 a 70 mm: Balsas, Río Bravo y Península de Yucatán.
Tl De 20 a 50 mm: Pacífico Norte, Lerma-Santiago-Pacífico y Valle de México.
Fuentes de modelos numéricos consultados: GFS, MM5, NGM
Nota de Cautela: Los resultados de los modelos numéricos de pronóstico deben tomarse
con las reservas del caso debido a variaciones en distribución e intensidad. La presente
información debe considerarse como guía para la planeación y prevención.
Emisión de la próxima alerta:
1 de septiembre
Elaboró:
Geog. Mónica E. Jiménez G.

4.

FORMAT DETERMINATION

4.1

Identifying problems in the forecast formats.

Icons design used for local dissemination are strongly recommended to be the ones used by
the WMO WWIS website.
The links of the NMS web pages are not generalized with the ones of the WMO Pilot Project
for City weather forecast.
Different languages may be a problem to crossborder exchange of forecast.
4.2

Identifying problems in the Warning formats.

There is no standardized format for written and graphical publications so a more
understandable and exchangeable format must be presented.
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Warning levels are not established, many countries issue warnings classified in levels that
are useful in order to inform the public of the degree of risk that is involved.
There are Warnings without a continuous monitoring. This issue could be addressed by
changing the warning levels.
There are almost non-existing publications of complementary reports, such as:
Areas of Hydrometeorological responsibility
Dissemination techniques
List of users and used resources or means
Warnings thresholds and levels
National statistics and metadata.
4.3

Criteria used in making forecasts and warnings formats for the public.

Forecast and warnings are issued to provide the users with information that if used in a
proper way will reduce losses of lives and property. Keeping in mind that confusing or
technical wording may lead to misinterpretation, forecasts and warnings should meet the
following criteria:
Understandable terminology.- Use of technical terms only if there is confidence that
the focal population will understand them
Easy identification.- Places, Locations, periods and risks must be clearly explained
Easy language.- Phrases and sentences must be meaningful
Easy adaptation to visual and written dissemination
5.

FORECASTS AND WARNINGS FORMAT

The proposed format for forecasts and warnings is an extension of the one used by the
WMO WWIS and is fully described in the appendix.
5.1

5.2

Notes about the Forecast Texts
(1)

The forecast texts will be written preferably in English

(2)

The forecast texts, designed for regional requirements will not exceed 40
characters including the spaces

(3)

The phrases used in the forecast texts will use the words and terminology
shown in Appendix III.

Notes about Warnings Text
(1)

The warning text will be written preferably in English for international
exchange purposes and in native language for its national dissemination.

(2)

The text of the Preventive Recommendations should preferably reflect the
thresholds established by the NMSs and that meteorological variables are
expected to reach.
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6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is desirable that NMSs web pages should have direct links to the WMO websites on WWIS
and SWIC considering they may become a source of warnings and forecasts from all over
the world.
WMO Pilot Project for City Weather forecast at the Hong Kong Observatory web site should
have links for warnings issued by the National Meteorological Services.
The National Meteorological Services should consider using the warning and forecasts
standardized formats. This will give compatibility and the possibility of cross border
exchange and automation of processes such as web page updating. XML-based products
for Internet exchanges should be explored wherever possible. Edwin Lai will liaise with
NMSs currently involved in XML development work with the aim to setting up a
demonstration project of XML-based network for exchange of forecasts and warnings. In the
meantime, other options to facilitate easy transmission and interpretation of such information,
e.g. web-based template, FTP or emails, will also be retained for the WWIS and SWIC
websites.
All Warnings and forecasts are recommended to be published in the GTS circuit, also this
information should be considered as an important part of the new FWIS.
Some countries are publishing warnings with levels depicted in maps. France, Germany and
Canada could be used as good example of how a design of colours and GIS can help the
users to rapidly and easily identify warning areas and levels. The USA is using a warning
system with colours which identify not only warning levels but give information about the
phenomena. Mr. Wolfgang Kusch will gather more information on the EMMA software used
in EUMETNET and explore the possibility of making it available for operational adaptation by
other NMSs.
National Private meteorological services must be obliged to mention their information
source(s) when using data from other Institutions.
7.
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PROPOSED STANDARDIZED FORMAT FOR CITY WEATHER FORECAST

GENERAL FORM
ZCZC nnn
FPA1 A2ii CCCC YYGGgg
FORECAST ISSUED AT HHLMM L HOURS ON JJJJMMDM
FD DAY FORECAST
CITYNAME
JJJJMMDM[S]TN/TX[S](Fa[S])WX no [S]WX=
JJJJMMDM[S]T N/TX[S](Fa[S])WX no [S]WX=
JJJJMMDM[S]TN/TX[S](Fa[S])WX no [S]WX=
NNNN
***************************************************
The above symbols have the following meanings:
Designator

Meaning

ZCZC
Nnn
F
P
A1 A2

International telegrafico alphabet.
Number of transmission sequence.
Indicating a forecast message.
Message designated for public and be in text format.
Two-letter country or territory designators, for example, PR = Peru. List of
country for use in Appendix I.
01-19 for global distribution. This two-digit number should be chosen by
originating WMO Members.
Four-letter location indicator of the station originating or compiling the bulletin.
YY - day of the month.
GGgg - time of compilation. International time group in UTC.
Local time with HH L - hour (00-23) and MML - minute (00 - 59).
day of the month.
MM – month.
Year.
Name of city. Example : Lima.
Number of day of forecasts to be provided in the message (01 - 10).
Minimum temperature rounded off to integer. Use NA to represent missing
data.
Bar of fraction.
Maximum temperature rounded off to integer. Use NA to represent missing
data.
A single space character.
The code in parenthesis is optional. The brackets should not be included in
the message.
This optional code is for temperatures in Fahrenheit only. If not specified,
temperatures are assumed to be in Celsius
The code number of weather icon in 2-digit code, see “List of Weather Icons
for use in this web site” in Appendix II.
Weather forecast in text.
End of text.
End of message.

Ii
CCCC
YY
GGgg
HHL MML
DM
MM
JJJJ
CITYNAME
FD
TN
/
TX
[S]
(…)
Fa
WXno
WX
=
NNNN
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Sample bulletins
ZCZC 100
FPPR01 SPIM 212300
FORECAST ISSUED AT 1800 HOURS ON 20030821
03 DAY FORECAST
LIMA
20030822 14/18 23 CLOUDY=
20030823 14/19 09 SHOWERS=
20030824 13/17 22 PARTLY CLOUDY=
NNNN
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PROPOSED STANDARDIZED FORMAT FOR WARNINGS
GENERAL FORM
ZCZC nnn
WPA1 A2ii CCCC YYGGgg
WARNING ISSUED: AT HHLMM L HOURS ON DAY JJJJMMDM
ORIGINATOR: TEXT1=
WARNING NUMBER: NUM
TYPE OF HAZARD: TEXT1=
FORECAST ELEMENT: TEXT2=
EXPECTED TIME OF ONSET: AT HHLi MM Li HOURS ON DAY JJJJiMMiDMi
EXPECTED DURATION: hhh HOURS
AREA AFFECTED: TEXT2=
MOVEMENT: TEXT2=
EXPECTED IMPACT: TEXT2=
RECOMMENDED PREVENTATIVE: TEXT2=
NEXT BULLETIN: AT HHLMML HOURS ON DAY JJJJMMDM
NNNN
***************************************************
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The symbols have the following meanings:

Designator

Meaning

ZCZC
Nnn
W
P
A1 A2

International telegrafico alphabet.
Number of transmission sequence.
Indicating a warning forecast message.
Message designated for public and be in text format.
Two-letter country or territory designators, for example, PR = Peru. List of
country for use in Appendix I.
01-19 for global distribution. This two-digit number should be chosen by
originating WMO Members.
Four-letter location indicator of the station originating or compiling the
bulletin.
YY - day of the month.
GGgg - time of compilation. International time group in UTC.
Local time with HH L - hour (00-23) and MML - minute (00 - 59).
Local time with HHL - hour (00-23) and MML - minute (00 - 59). Expected
time of onset.
day of the month.
day of the month. Expected time of onset.
MM – month.
MMi – month. Expected time of onset.
Year.
Year. Expected time of onset.
Hours, example: 012, 144, etc.
Alphanumeric text and with not more than 200 characters including the
spaces.
Number of corelative bulletin in the present year in three digits, example :
001, 012, 302, ... , 999.
Alphanumeric text.
End of text.
Monday, tuesday, wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday, sunday.
End of message.

Ii
CCCC
YY
GGgg
HHL MML
HHLi MMLi
DM
Dmi
MM
Mmi
JJJJ
JJJJi
Hhh
TEXT1
NUM
TEXT2
=
DAY
NNNN
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Sample Bulletin

ZCZC nnn
WPPR01 SPIM 222000
WARNING ISSUED: AT 1500 HOURS ON VIERNES 20030822
ORIGINATOR: SERVICIO NACIONAL DE METEOROLOGIA E HIDROLOGIA=
WARNING NUMBER: 046

TYPE OF HAZARD: DESCENSO DE TEMPERATURA EN LA SELVA=
FORECAST ELEMENT: SE PRONOSTICA EL INGRESO DE AIRE FRIO PROVOCANDO
EL DESCENSO DE LA TEMPERATURA DEL AIRE. LOS VALORES DE TEMPERATURAS
MINIMAS QUE PODRIA ALCANZAR SON SELVA SUR DE 10 A 12°C, SELVA CENTRAL
DE 14 A 16°C Y SELVA NORTE DE 15 A 17°C=
EXPECTED TIME OF ONSET: AT 1900 HOURS ON MARTES 20030826
EXPECTED DURATION: 072 HOURS
AREA AFFECTED: DEPARTAMENTO DE MADRE DE DIOS, UCAYALI, SAN MARTIN Y
LORETO=
MOVEMENT: EL AIRE FRIO SE MOVERA DESDE LATITUDES MEDIAS Y ALTAS HASTA
EL DEPARTAMENTO DE LORETO=
EXPECTED IMPACT: SE ESPERA LLUVIAS, CHUBASCOS Y TORMENTAS AISLADAS
EN LA SELVA LOS DIAS 24 Y 25, Y PRECIPITACIONES SOLIDAS AISLADAS EN LOS
DEPARTAMENTOS DE PUNO, AYACUCHO, HUANCAVELICA Y JUNIN SOBRE 4000
METROS DE ALTITUD LOS DIAS 24 Y 26=
RECOMMENDED PREVENTATIVE: NIVEL 2. SEA PRUDENTE SI REALIZA
ACTIVIDADES AL AIRE LIBRE QUE PUEDAN ACARREAR RIESGOS EN CASO
DE MAL TIEMPO. PUEDEN OCURRIR FENÓMENOS METEOROLÓGICOS
PELIGROSOS QUE SIN EMBARGO SON NORMALES EN ESTA REGIÓN.
MANTENGASE AL CORRIENTE DEL DESARROLLO DE LA SITUACIÓN
METEOROLÓGICA=
NEXT BULLETIN: AT 1900 HOURS ON SABADO 20030823

NNNN
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Sample Bulletin

ZCZC nnn
WPPR01 SPIM 222000
PELIGRO PUBLICADO: A LAS 1500 HORAS DEL VIERNES 20030822
AUTOR: SERVICIO NACIONAL DE METEOROLOGIA E HIDROLOGIA=
NUMERO DE PELIGRO: 046

TIPO DE PELIGRO: DESCENSO DE TEMPERATURA EN LA SELVA=
ELEMENTOS PRONOSTICADOS: SE PRONOSTICA EL INGRESO DE AIRE FRIO
PROVOCANDO EL DESCENSO DE LA TEMPERATURA DEL AIRE. LOS VALORES DE
TEMPERATURAS MINIMAS QUE PODRIA ALCANZAR SON SELVA SUR DE 10 A 12°C,
SELVA CENTRAL DE 14 A 16°C Y SELVA NORTE DE 15 A 17°C=
TIEMPO PREVISTO DE INICIO: A LAS 1900 HORAS DEL MARTES 20030826
DURACION ESPERADA: 072 HOURS
AREA AFECTADA: DEPARTAMENTO DE MADRE DE DIOS, UCAYALI, SAN MARTIN Y
LORETO=
MOVIMIENTO: EL AIRE FRIO SE MOVERA DESDE LATITUDES MEDIAS Y ALTAS
HASTA EL DEPARTAMENTO DE LORETO=
IMPACTO ESPERADO: SE ESPERA LLUVIAS, CHUBASCOS Y TORMENTAS
AISLADAS EN LA SELVA LOS DIAS 24 Y 25, Y PRECIPITACIONES SOLIDAS
AISLADAS EN LOS DEPARTAMENTOS DE PUNO, AYACUCHO, HUANCAVELICA Y
JUNIN SOBRE 4000 METROS DE ALTITUD LOS DIAS 24 Y 26=
RECOMENDACIONES PREVENTIVAS: NIVEL 2. SEA PRUDENTE SI REALIZA
ACTIVIDADES AL AIRE LIBRE QUE PUEDAN ACARREAR RIESGOS EN CASO
DE MAL TIEMPO. PUEDEN OCURRIR FENÓMENOS METEOROLÓGICOS
PELIGROSOS QUE SIN EMBARGO SON NORMALES EN ESTA REGIÓN.
MANTENGASE AL CORRIENTE DEL DESARROLLO DE LA SITUACIÓN
METEOROLÓGICA=
PROXIMO BOLETIN: A LAS 1900 HORAS DEL SABADO 20030823

NNNN
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APPENDIX I
Country or territory designators
(Adapted from the Manual on the Global Telecommunication System – WMO No. 386)
A1 A2
AB
AG
AH
AJ
AL
AN
AT
AU
AY
BA
BC
BD
BH
BI
BJ
BM
BN
BO
BR
BU
BW
BX
BY
BZ
CD
CE
CG
CH
CI
CM
CN
CO
CS
CU
CV
CY
CZ
DJ

Country
Albania
Argentina
Afghanistan, Islamic State of
Azerbaijan
Algeria
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda
Australia
Armenia
Bahamas
Botswana
Brunei Darussalam
Belize
Burundi
Benin
Myanmar
Bahrain
Bolivia
Barbados
Bulgaria
Bangladesh
Belgium
Belarus
Brazil
Chad
Central African Republic
Congo
Chile
China
Cameroon
Canada
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Cape Verde
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Djibouti
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DL
DN
DO
DR
EG
EO
EQ
ER
ES
ET
FI
FJ
FR
GB
GG
GH
GN
GO
GR
GU
GW
GY
HA
HK
HO
HU
HV
IC
ID
IE
IL
IN
IQ
IR
IS
IV
IY
JD
JM
JP
KN
KO
KP
KR

Germany
Denmark
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Egypt
Estonia
Ecuador
United Arab Emirates
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
Fiji
France
Gambia
Georgia
Ghana
Guinea
Gabon
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Hong Kong, China
Honduras
Hungary
Burkina Faso
Comoros
Indonesia
Ireland
Iceland
India
Iraq
Iran, Islamic Republic of
Israel
Cote d'Ivoire
Italy
Jordan
Jamaica
Japan
Kenya
Republic of Korea
Cambodia
Democratic People's Republic of Korea
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KU
KW
KY
KZ
LA
LB
LC
LI
LJ
LS
LT
LV
LY
MA
MC
MG
MI
MJ
ML
MO
MS
MT
MU
MV
MW
MX
MZ
NC
NG
NI
NK
NL
NM
NO
NP
NR
NU
NV
NZ
OM
OS
PF
PH
PK

Cook Islands
Kuwait
Kyrgyz Republic
Kazakhstan
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Lebanon
Saint Lucia
Liberia
Slovenia
Lesotho
Lithuania
Latvia
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Mauritius
Morocco
Madagascar
Mali
The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Malta
Mongolia
Malaysia
Mauritania
Macao, China
Maldives
Malawi
Mexico
Mozambique
New Caledonia
Papua New Guinea
Nigeria
Nicaragua
Netherlands
Namibia
Norway
Nepal
Niger
Netherlands Antilles and Aruba
Vanuatu
New Zealand
Oman
Austria
French Polynesia
Philippines
Pakistan
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PL
PM
PO
PR
PY
QB
QT
RA
RH
RM
RO
RS
RW
SB
SC
SD
SG
SI
SL
SM
SN
SO
SP
SQ
SR
SU
SV
SW
SY
TD
TG
TH
TN
TO
TP
TR
TS
TU
TZ
UG
UK
UR
US
UY

Poland
Panama
Portugal
Peru
Paraguay
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Qatar
Russian Federation
Croatia
Republic of Moldova
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
Sri Lanka
Seychelles
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Somalia
Sierra Leone
Suriname
Sweden
Solomon Islands
Spain
Slovakia
Singapore
Sudan
Swaziland
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Trinidad and Tobago
Togo
Thailand
United Republic of Tanzania
Tonga
Sao Tome and Principe
Turkmenistan
Tunisia
Turkey
Tajikistan
Uganda
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Ukraine
United States of America
Uruguay
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UZ
VN
VS
YE
YG
ZA
ZB
ZW

Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of
Republic of Yemen
Yugoslavia
South Africa
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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APPENDIX II
List of Weather Icons for Use in Web Site

WXno

Weather
Icon

Weather Description

01

Sandstorm, Duststorm, Sand, Dust

02

Thunderstorms, Thundershowers, Storm, Lightning

03

Hail

04

Blowing Snow, Blizzard, Snowdrift, Snowstorm

05

Snow Showers, Flurries

06

Snow, Heavy Snow, Snowfall

07

Light Snow

08

Sleet

09

Showers, Heavy
Rainshower

10

Scattered Showers

11

Isolated Showers

12

Light Showers

13

Freezing Rain

14

Rain

15

Drizzle, Light Rain

16

Fog

17

Mist

18

Smoke

19

Haze

20

Overcast

21

Sunny Interval, No Rain, Clearing

22

Sunny Period, Partly Cloudy, Partly Bright, Mild

23

Cloudy, Mostly Cloudy

Showers,

Occasional

Showers,
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24

Bright, Sunny, Fair

25

Fine, Clear

26

Windy, Squall, Stormy, Chill, Gale

27

Wet, Humid

28

Dry

29

Freezing

30

Frost

31

Hot

32

Cold

33

Warm

34

Cool
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APPENDIX III
Words Used in the Elaboration of Texts of the Prognosis
Weather Types
Weather Types
State of Sky
Visibility
Precipitation
Others

Weather elements
Bright, Clear, Cloudy, Fine, Fair, Overcast, Sunny
Dust/Dusty, Fog/Foggy, Haze/Hazy, Mist/Misty, Smoke
Drizzle, Hail, Rain/Rainy, Snow, Showers, Thundershowers
Duststorm, Dry, Sandstorm, Squall, Thunderstorms, Thundery,
Wet, Windy

Intensity Modifiers
A few, Dense, Heavy, Light, Moderate, Severe
Time Modifiers
Afternoon, At first, At night, At times, Frequent, Intervals, Later, Mainly, Morning,
Occasional, Partly, Periods, Evening
Spatial Modifiers
Isolated, Patches, Scattered
Examples:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Cloudy
Rain at night
Isolated showers
Severe thunderstorms

(No modifier)
(Time modifier)
(Spatial modifier)
(Intensity modifier)
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APPENDIX IV
Recommendations according to the Warning Level based on the MeteoFrance
warnings web page

LEVEL

DESCRIPTION

NIVEL 1
LEVEL 1

No es necesario tomar precauciones especiales
No need to take any special precautions.

NIVEL 2
LEVEL 2

NIVEL 3
LEVEL 3

Sea prudente si realiza actividades al aire libre que puedan
acarrear riesgos en caso de mal tiempo. Pueden ocurrir
fenómenos meteorológicos peligrosos que sin embargo son
normales en esta región. Manténgase al corriente del
desarrollo de la situación meteorológica
Be careful if you go for outdoor activities which may involve
risks in the event of bad weather. Occasionally hazardous
weather events which are nonetheless quite normal in this
area (e.g. mistral, thunderstorms) are forecast. Keep up-todate with the development of weather situation.
Esté Alerta; se predicen fenómenos meteorológicos
peligrosos. Manténgase al corriente del desarrollo de la
situación y cumpla los concejos e instrucciones dados por
las autoridades
Be on the alert: hazardous weather events are forecast. Keep
up-to-date with the development of the weather situation and
comply with advice issued by the authorities

NIVEL 4
LEVEL 4

Sea extremadamente precavido; se predicen fenómenos
meteorológicos de gran magnitud. Esté al corriente en todo
momento del desarrollo de la situación y cumpla los concejos
e instrucciones dados por las autoridades
Be extremely aware: hazardous weather events of exceptional
severity are forecast. Keep permanently up-to-date with the
development of the weather situation and comply with advice
and instructions issued by the authorities
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Example to Establish Thresholds for Watches and Warnings
Establecer los Thresholdes para WATCHS y WARNINGS según localidad o zona
VARIABLE : PRECIPITACION LIQUIDA

THRESHOLD THRESHOLD
WATCH
WARNING

Accumulated liquid precipitation in one (01) hour
Accumulated liquid precipitation in six (06) hours
Accumulated liquid precipitation in twelve (12) hours
Accumulated liquid precipitation in twenty four (24) hours
Accumulated liquid precipitation in more than twenty four
(24) hours
VARIABLE : SOLID PRECIPITATION

THRESHOLD THRESHOLD
WATCH
WARNING

Accumulated solid precipitation (snow) in one (01) hour
Accumulated solid precipitation (snow) in six (06) hours
Accumulated solid precipitation (snow) in twelve (12) hours
Accumulated solid precipitation (snow) in twenty four (24)
hours
Precipitación sólida (nieve) acumuladas en más de twenty
four (24) hours
VARIABLE : WIND

THRESHOLD THRESHOLD
WATCH
WARNING

Max wind
VARIABLE : TEMPERATURA DEL AIRE

THRESHOLD THRESHOLD
WATCH
WARNING

Variation of temperature in one (01) hour
Variation of temperature in six (06) hours
Variation of temperature in twelve (12) hours
Variation of temperature in six (24) hours
Variation of temperature in more than twenty four (24) hours
VARIABLE : HORIZONTAL VISIBILITY

THRESHOLD THRESHOLD
WATCH
WARNING

Horizontal visibility
VARIABLE : PHENOMENA
Persistence in time
Storm
Sand and dust storm
Fog
Smoke
Volcanic ashes

THRESHOLD THRESHOLD
WATCH
WARNING
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PWS PRODUCT DELIVERY THROUGH EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE (XML)
XML is a new generation of computer language format specially designed for data exchange
between computer systems. It facilitates users to develop programs to ingest weather
information into their application systems in accordance with their own needs. The weather
elements can then be freely distributed and used within their companies or organizations.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Weather influences everybody’s lives. Services offered by various organizations are
affected by weather conditions from time to time. Ideally, these organizations should have
unobstructed access to all up-to-the-minute weather reports and forecasts and respond to
changing situations promptly. The significance of ensuring a seamless flow of weather
information to user organizations is the motivation behind the XML initiative.
To achieve this goal, the Hong Kong Observatory is introducing a new service by providing
weather information in eXtensible Markup Language (XML). Through standardizing the
method to package structural data, XML enables information systems to inter-operate with
each other. It dispenses with the need to define and work with proprietary data format, thus
allowing us to do more with less.
The features of the XML Site include:
•

All weather bulletins in XML are provided “real-time”, in the sense that they are
updated at the same time the original bulletins are updated.

•

The weather bulletins contain all commonly requested weather information,
including weather warnings.

•

The weather bulletins can be readily obtained using web browsers or other widely
available commercial or free software.

•

The XML Schema that defines the data format is also provided to facilitate
validation of XML bulletins.

II.

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES AT THE HONG KONG OBSERVATORY (HKO)

1.

Design Considerations

1.1

Document Type Definition (DTD) or Schema

1.1.1

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has published two recommendations on the
methods to define XML standards, which are by Document Type Definition (DTD)
and by Schemas.

1.1.2

DTD lacks features crucial to the exchange of weather information. For instance, it
does not allow for data-typing. Adoption of DTD would severely limit the ability to
perform data validation such as range checking. It was therefore decided that
Schema but not DTD would be used for specifying the Weather Information in XML.

1.2

Handling Units

1.2.1

Quantities without units lack physical meanings. As use of various measurements
units is still very common in daily discussions on weather, it is of utmost importance
that the unit being used would be conveyed between the communicating parties in
the most explicit manner.
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1.2.2

Although it would appear to be more intuitive to code units like
<Temperature unit=“DegreeCelsius”>
26
</Temperature>
this posted the problem that range check would not be possible, as the existing XML
Schema do not yet provide facility to vary valid ranges depending on the value of
attributes. As such, units shall be coded in a more accurate yet clumsy way, as
follows:
<Temperature>
<InDegreeCelsius>26</InDegreeCelsius>
</Temperature>

.

1.3

Structure

1.3.1

Structure shall always be as explicit as possible so that values received from an XML
parser are atomic and do not require further parsing by applications.

1.3.2

However, well-known structured data types, such as urls, mime types and dates shall
not be broken into more atomic parts, but must be represented in a standard way so
they can be processed by commonly available tools.

1.4

Languages

1.4.1

The primary language of Weather Information in XML shall be British English.

1.4.2

To avoid ambiguity, abbreviations shall not be used.

1.4.3

The Chinese (Traditional) version of Weather Information in XML is also available.

1.5

Data-typing

1.5.1

Data-types shall be restricted in the strictest possible manner. Range checks and
enumerations shall be applied whenever possible.

1.6

Default Name Space

1.6.1

Element and attribute names shall be declared in the default namespace to allow for
future extension.

2.

References

2.1

World Wide Web Consortium
http://www.w3c.org/

2.2

Weather Observation Definition Format (OMF)
http://z owie.metnet.navy.mil/~spawar/JMV-TNG/XML/OMF.html

2.3

Measurement Units in XML Datatypes, Frank Olken (olken@lbl.gov) and John
McCarthy (jlmccarthy@lbl.gov), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
http://pueblo.lbl.gov/~olken/mendel/w3c/xml.schema.wg/units/syntax.htm
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List of HKO Weather Bulletins in XML
A HKO XML demonstration website can be found at http://demo.xml.weather.gov.hk.
Weather Bulletins

Key Information

Current Weather

temperature, relative humidity etc.

Regional Weather

regional wind direction and speed, temperature,
pressure etc.

Local Weather Forecast

local general situation, weather forecast and outlook,
weather icon etc.

Five Days Weather Forecast

General situation, forecast weather, weather icon,
wind direction and speed, temperature and relative
humidity, etc.

Weather Information for China
Cities

weather and temperatures for China cities

Weather Information for
Guangdong Cities

weather and temperatures for Guangdong cities

Weather Forecast for Tourist
Attractions in Guangdong

weather and temperatures for Tourist Attractions in
Guangdong

Weather Forecast for Other Cities

weather and temperatures for other cities

Yesterday's Weather and Radiation
Level

temperature and radiation level yesterday

South China Coastal Waters

wind, sea situation and visibility for south China
coastal waters

Tropical Cyclone Warning
Statement

Warning status and content

Tropical Cyclone Warning
Announcement

Warning announcements

Pre-8 Tropical Cyclone Special
Announcement

Warning announcements

Rainstorm Warning Statement

Warning status and content

Rainstorm Warning Announcement

Warning status and content

Special Announcement on Flooding
in Northern New Territories

announcement status and content

Strong Monsoon Signal

Warning status and content

Landslip Warning

Warning status and content

Thunderstorm Warning

Warning status and content

Fire Danger Warning

Warning status and content

Very Hot Weather Warning

Warning status and content

Cold Weather Warning

Warning status and content
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III.

DEVELOPMENT STATUS ELSEWHERE

1.

Internet

As far as can be ascertained, XML-based PWS products are as yet not widely available on
the Internet.
2.

NMS

For NMS currently involved in the PWS PDSA Expert Team, the Malaysian Meteorological
Service (MMS) also provides the weather forecast in XML (English as well as Bahasa
Malaysia - the National Language). Information exchange based on XML is available upon
request.
There are unconfirmed reports that some other NMSs are also actively involved in PWS
product delivery via XML, presumably on an availability-upon-request basis. However, a
consolidated list of such NMSs is yet to be assembled.
3.

Current and Future Opportunities

For more detailed discussion and review of XML in general and opportunities of specific XML
applications in meteorology, a comprehensive and useful review is given in the following
WMO document:
http://www.wmo.ch/web/www/DPS/ET-DR-C-PRAGUE-02/Doc6(1).doc.
If sufficient information is gathered, an XML reference list may be established and
maintained for general information purpose, and an XML-based information/warning
exchange demonstration project can be explored among interested Members.
For communication on current and future XML opportunities, please kindly send information
to Mr. Edwin S.T. Lai of the PWS PDSA Expert Team by email: stlai@hko.gov.hk.

ANNEX VI

Proposed Outline for a Guideline Document on Air Quality Forecasts

1.

Introduction

2.

Human Biometeorology
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
2.1.5
2.1.6
2.1.7
2.1.8
2.1.9
2.1.10
2.1.11
2.2

Radiation
2.2.1
2.2.2

2.3

WMO/WHO/UNEP Showcase Project HHWS
CCASHh

Approaches to Management and Operation of Human Biometeorology
Programs
2.6.1
2.6.2

3.

Human Biometeorological Advice

International Projects
2.5.1
2.5.2

2.6

Air Quality in Health Resorts
Allergenic Pollen Grains (Pollen flight forecasts)

Weather and Health (Biotropy)
2.4.1

2.5

UV-Index
UV-Index in Europe

Air Quality Management and Allergenic Pollen
2.3.1
2.3.2

2.4

Atmospheric Environment
Thermal Environment
Thermal Indices
Perceived Temperature (PT)
Heat Indices
Wind Chill
Net Effective Temp (NET)
Perceived Temperature related Mortality
Bioclimate Maps (meso – and macro-scale)
Urban Bioclimatology (UBIKLIM)
Health Resort Climatology

RSMC Offenbach (UV Index)
Other RSMCs

Air Quality Forecasts
3.1

Environmental Emergency Response
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4

3.2

Radioactivity
Chemical Accidents
Forest Fires
Volcanic eruptions

Health and Air Quality
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3.3

Atmospheric Transport Model
3.3.1

On-going release
3.3.1.1 Smog and acidification
3.3.1.2 Photo-oxidation
3.3.1.3 Particulate material (Aerosol)
3.3.1.4 User Requirements

3.3.2

Model-Systems
3.3.2.1

3.3.2.2
3.3.2.3
3.3.2.4
3.4

Modelling Approaches
3.3.2.1.1
Lagrange
3.3.2.1.2
Eulerian
3.3.2.1.3
Hybrid Models
3.3.2.1.4
Statistical models
Requirements
3.3.2.2.1
Initialization fields
3.3.2.2.2
Boundary Conditions
Validation of models
Verification

Emergency Response
3.4.1
3.4.2

Requirements
Tracer experiments and exercises
3.4.2.1 Tracer experiments
3.4.2.2 Emergency Exercises
3.4.3
Collaboration with responsible authorities
3.4.3.1 Governmental departments
3.4.3.2 Emergency authorities
3.5

Role of NMSs
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.5.3
3.5.4

3.6

Environmental networks
Operational Database
3.5.2.1 Surface networks
3.5.2.2 Role of satellite
Operational Forecasts
Reasons for the responsibility of NMSs

Collaboration with national and international organisations

4.

Outlook

5.

References

ANNEX VII
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE FUTURE COLLABORATION BETWEEN PWS AND
APPROPRIATE WWW EXPERTS AS WELL AS OTHER RELEVANT COMMISSIONS

1.

2.

3.

Does your Team know the task and role of PWS ?
YES

............................................................................………………

□

NO

............................................................................………………

□

If YES
Does your team need further information ?
YES

............................................................................………………

□

NO

............................................................................………………

□

If NO,
Would your Team like to learn more about PWS ?
......................................................................................................………………..
......................................................................................................………………..

4.

5.

Does your Team share the opinion that an exchange of information between PWS
and your Team would be beneficial ?
YES

............................................................................………………

□

NO

............................................................................………………

□

If No ?
Reasons ? .....................................................................................………………
.......................................................................................................………………
.......................................................................................................………………
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6.

In which way should the exchange take place ?
In written form ? ..................................................................………………

□

Mutual participation on meetings ? ..........................................................

□

Bilateral meeting ? ...................................…......................………………

□

Further proposals ? ......................................................................……………….
......................................................................................................………………..
.......................................................................................................……………….

7.

What benefit does your Team expect from collaborating with PWS ?
Improvement of information about new products systems (e.g. FWIS and new
trends)?:
..........................................................................……………………….……

□

Improved information for the public? .....…..........................………………

□

Improvement of the future collaboration ? ........................................……

□

Other benefit ? .............................................................................……………….
.......................................................................................................……………….
.......................................................................................................……………….

8.

What conceptions does your Team have to improve the exchange of informations
between the areas ?
.......................................................................................................……………….
.......................................................................................................……………….
.......................................................................................................……………….
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9.

Which special technical topics does your Team see as a main focus in a
collaboration ?
.......................................................................................................……………….
.......................................................................................................……………….
.......................................................................................................……………….

10.

Please nominate a focal point for your area/Team ………...................................
........................................................................................................………………

Please return the questionnaire to
Hwang Yung Fong
Malaysian Meteorological Service
Jalan Sultan
46667 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Darul Ehsan
Malaysia
Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

(603) 79678118
(603) 79578052
hyf@kjc.gov.my

or
Edwin Lai
Hong Kong Observatory
134A Nathan Road
Kowloon
Hong Kong, China
Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

(852) 2926 8371
(852) 2375 2645
stlai@hko.gov.hk

or
Wolfgang Kusch
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Kaiserleistr. 44
D-63067 Offenbach
Germany
Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

(49-69) 8062 2972
(49-69) 8062 3971
wolfgang.kusch@dwd.de

ANNEX VIII
PROPOSED OUTLINE FOR GUIDELINES ON QUALITY
MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES FOR PUBLIC WEATHER SERVICES

1.

Introduction and Key Purposes

2.

Quality Management Overview

3.

Advantages and Challenges of Quality Management
a.
b.

Advantages
Challenges

4.

Core Assessment Criteria and Questions

5.

Process Definition and Management
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

6.

Perspectives and Approaches to Quality Management
a.
b.
c.

7.

The Monitoring, Assessment, Management and Control of Processes
Tools and Mechanism
????????????????

The ISO 9000 Context
a.

8.

Quality System Framework Determination
Quality System Training
Process Analysis and Description
Creation and Review of Process Documentation
Quality Indicators and Fault Response
Operation Mode Review/Modification
On-going Operations and Continuous improvement

The Approaches and Strategies for Quality System Certification

Conclusions

References
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